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Designing a Flowchart 
Using Selection



What is a selection in a flowchart?
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While executing instructions to solve a problem 

we may reach a point where :

▪More than one way to proceed is possible.

▪A decision needs to be made:

▪Which instruction to execute next?

This decision making 

is called selection. ?



Selection Example 1
Problem: Determine if  a person can register as a voter.

• To register as a voter a person must be aged 18 or more
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What is the problem with this solution?

▪ Instructions are carried out in a sequence. (One after the other)

▪ Both Instruction 2 and Instruction 3 will be carried out.

▪ We need to execute either instruction 2 or instruction 3, not both.

▪ A selection is required.

Instruction 1: Get person’s age

Instruction 2: Person CANNOT register as voter.

Instruction 3: Person CAN register as voter.



Recall Flowchart Symbols

A DECISION box is used to represent a selection in a flowchart.
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START / END Indicates where the flowchart starts or ends.

INPUT / OUTPUT
INPUT is the point at which data is received.
OUTPUT is the point at which results are shown.

PROCESS Indicates some form of data manipulation.

FLOWLINE Indicates the next instruction to execute

Symbol Name Function

DECISION Indicates a place where we have to make a choice 



Using a decision box in a flowchart

• A DECISION BOX indicates a place where we have to make a 

choice by answering a question.

• The question is written inside the decision box.

• The question has only two possible answers: YES or NO 

• The answer will determine the next step to follow.
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Is Age < 18?



Each arrow that flows out of  a DECISION BOX is labelled with 

one of  the two possible choices

Using a decision box in a flowchart
A DECISION BOX has ONE incoming flowline but TWO

outgoing flowlines.
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count = 10? is age < 18?

: YES or NO.

NO

YES

YES NO



Converting Instructions to Flowchart 

▪Get age of  person.

▪Is age  < 18?

▪If  YES, person cannot register as voter.

▪If  NO, person can register as voter.
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End

Start

Input age

Is age < 18?

Cannot register 
as voter

Can register as 
voter

Instructions Flowchart

YES NO



Converting Instructions to Flowchart 
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End

Start

Input age

Is age < 18?

Cannot register 
as voter

Can register as 
voter

YES NO



Selection Example 2

Problem: Checking answer to a quiz question.
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• Display question to participant

• Get answer from participant

• If  answer is correct, display “Correct 

answer” otherwise display “Incorrect 

answer”



Answer checking flowchart
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End

Start

Get answer

Is answer 

correct ?

Correct answer
Incorrect 
answer

Display question

YES NO



Quick Test 1

A selection is also called a ___________ .
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C. process

A. manipulation

B. decision



Quick Test 2

Which symbol represents a selection in a 

flowchart?
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B. Parallelogram

A. Rectangle

C. Diamond shape 



Quick Test 3

In a selection flowchart, ___________________.
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C. steps are executed one after the other

B. all steps are executed

A. some steps are not executed



Quick Test 4

A selection indicates a place where we have to 

make a choice.
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TRUE FALSE

Selection involves answering a question to decide 

which step to execute next hence making a choice.



Quick Test 5

A decision box has one incoming flowline but 

two outgoing flowlines.
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TRUE FALSE

A decision box has two outgoing flowlines one for 



Quick Test - 6

A student gets result “UNGRADED” if  marks obtained is less 

than 35, otherwise the result is “PASS”. 

A flowchart is designed to input marks and determine the 

result.
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End

Start

YES NO



Quick Test - 6

The missing instructions used by the flowchart are given 

below in the incorrect order.
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Output “PASS”

Output “UNGRADED”

Input marks

Is marks < 35 ?

Complete the flowchart by placing each instruction at the correct position.

End

Start

YES NO



Quick Test  - Solutions

Quick Test 1 : B

Quick Test 2 : C

Quick Test 3 : A

Quick Test 4 : TRUE

Quick Test 5 : TRUE
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Quick Test 6 - Solution
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Output “PASS”Output “UNGRADED”

Input marks

Is marks < 35 ?

End

Start

YES NO


